
History 225 
Re Notes w/ Chpt. 24 
BCF. "If It Takes All Summer" 

Leads in to Grant’s Strategy of Raids. Grant, Sherman and Sheridan are now the field commnanders of the Union forces. Grant brought East to conduct the final phase of the war against Lee. The two heavy weights now square off against one another in Virginia. 

is made up of conscripts, bonus, and Substitutes. These are not worthy fighters. Many dissert before they see combat. 

Lee’s forces while thinned by the 1863 fighting still have good morale and are strengthened in this by their dedication to Marse Robert. 

Grant’s strategy of raids is compromised by the failure of the three political generals--Banks, Butler, and Sigel. 

Discusses the battles of the Wlderness and Spottsyvania (The Bloody Angel). The casualties on both sides were terrible. Fighting going on every day, all day, unlike anything seen in the war before. Grant’s strategy was Simply to wage a war of attrition. To batter the rebels into submission no matter what the casualties. 

Cold Harbor. Grant storms the Rebel fortifications and meets with disaster, ome 7000 casualties in 30 minutes. Grant had underestimated Confederate resolve and readiness of the rebels. These Army of No. Virginia men lea by lee and not western Confederate forces. 

[the introduction of the "dog tag" in warfare] 

entire war the Army of the Potomacwas a different army than when it began this campaign in May of ‘64; it was worn out; shell shocked; suffering from the Cold Harbor syndrome, it would not attack the Petersburg forifications because it was certain death.



History 225 
Re: Notes w/ Chpt. 25 Lv BCS, page two 

: 

During this 7 weeks the Army of the (Sona Sustained 65,000 casualties; this amounted to 602 suffered by the Army of the potomac during the previous three years of warfare! !!!) 

Lee’s casualties were 36,000, proportional to the Union loses. 

Looks at Sherman and Johnston’s too and fro to the defenses at Atlanta. Sherman‘s dreadful mistake at Kennesaw mountain.


